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"The former chief political correspondent for The New York Times Magazine brilliantly revisits the Gary Hart affair
and looks at how it changed forever the intersection of American media and politics. In 1987, Gary Hart--articulate,
dashing, refreshingly progressive--seemed a shoo-in for the Democratic nomination for president and led George
H.W. Bush comfortably in the polls. And then: rumors of marital infidelity, an indelible photo of Hart and a model
snapped near a fatefully named yacht (Monkey Business), and it all came crashing down in a blaze of flashbulbs, the
birth of 24-hour news cycles, tabloid speculation, and late-night farce. Matt Bai shows how the Hart affair marked a
crucial turning point in the ethos of political media--and, by extension, politics itself--when candidates' 'character'
began to draw more fixation than their political experience. Bai offers a poignant, highly original, and news-making
reappraisal of Hart's fall from grace (and overlooked political legacy) as he makes the compelling case that this was
the moment when the paradigm shifted--private lives became public, news became entertainment, and politics became
the stuff of Page Six"-A gripping account of the final American bombing mission of World War II and how it prevented a military coup that
would have kept Japan in the war. How close did the Japanese come to not surrendering to Allied forces on August
15, 1945? The Last Mission explores this question through two previously neglected strands of late—World War II
history, whose very interconnections could have caused a harrowing shift in the course of the postwar world. On the
final night of the war, as Emperor Hirohito recorded a message of surrender for the Japanese people, a band of
Japanese rebels, commanded by War Minister Anami's elite staff, burst into the palace. They had plotted a massive
coup that aimed to destroy the recordings of the Imperial Rescript of surrender and issue false orders forged with the
Emperor’s seal commanding the widely dispersed Japanese military to continue the war. If this rebellion had
succeeded, the military would have proceeded with large-scale kamikaze attacks on Allied forces, costing huge
casualties and just possibly provoking the Americans to drop a third atomic bomb on Japan over Tokyo–and continue
to drop more bombs as Japanese resistance stiffened. Meanwhile, in the midst of an “end-of-war” celebration on
Guam, Air Force radio operator Jim Smith and his fellow crewmen received urgent orders for a bombing mission over
Japan’s sole remaining oil refinery north of Tokyo. As a stream of American B-29B bombers approached Tokyo,
Japanese air defenses, fearing the approaching planes signaled the threat of a third atomic bomb, ordered a total
blackout in Tokyo and the Imperial Palace, completely disrupting the rebels’ plans. Smith and his fellow
crewmembers completed the mission, and a few hours later, the Emperor announced the surrender over Japan’s
airwaves, dictating the end of the war. The Last Mission is an insightful piece of speculative investigation that
combines narrative storytelling with historical contingency and explores how two seemingly unrelated events could
have profoundly changed the course of modern history.
Presents an introduction to environmental geology.
In this extensively revised and enlarged edition of his best-selling book, David Suzuki reflects on the increasingly
radical changes in nature and science — from global warming to the science behind mother/baby interactions — and
examines what they mean for humankind’s place in the world. The book begins by presenting the concept of people
as creatures of the Earth who depend on its gifts of air, water, soil, and sun energy. The author explains how people
are genetically programmed to crave the company of other species, and how people suffer enormously when they fail
to live in harmony with them. Suzuki analyzes those deep spiritual needs, rooted in nature, that are a crucial
component of a loving world. Drawing on his own experiences and those of others who have put their beliefs into
action, The Sacred Balance is a powerful, passionate book with concrete suggestions for creating an ecologically
sustainable, satisfying, and fair future by rediscovering and addressing humanity’s basic needs.
True Pioneers of the American West
Introduction to Earth Science
For the Love of a Dog
Beginning Family Dog Training
Containing a Record of Aberdeen-Angus Cattle Approved and Admitted for Registry Under the By-laws of the
American Aberdeen-Angus Breeders' Association
Companion Guide
Corporate and commercial software-development teams all want solutions for one important
problem—how to get their high-pressure development schedules under control. In RAPID
DEVELOPMENT, author Steve McConnell addresses that concern head-on with overall strategies,
specific best practices, and valuable tips that help shrink and control development schedules
and keep projects moving. Inside, you’ll find: A rapid-development strategy that can be applied
to any project and the best practices to make that strategy work Candid discussions of great and
not-so-great rapid-development practices—estimation, prototyping, forced overtime, motivation,
teamwork, rapid-development languages, risk management, and many others A list of classic
mistakes to avoid for rapid-development projects, including creeping requirements, shortchanged
quality, and silver-bullet syndrome Case studies that vividly illustrate what can go wrong, what
can go right, and how to tell which direction your project is going RAPID DEVELOPMENT is the
real-world guide to more efficient applications development.
This is the story of ordinary New Zealander's achieving extraordinary things: first, in
defending the town of Galatas in Crete against overwhelming German military might; and secondly,
once the town was lost, fighting to reclaim it in what has been described as the first time that
any foe stood up to Germany during the Second World War and turned the attack back on them. Many
Germans died at the end of New Zealand bayonets in this desperate struggle that is still
celebrated annually in the small Grecean town. The battle for Crete was fought by combined
forces of the Commonwealth, but Galatas was New Zealand's own trial by fire. The voices of those
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who survived relate their personal stories - honest, modest and unsentimental - and, along with
many historic and contemporary photographs, tell the story of what it is really like to be in
this situation of face-to-face combat, and to live, or die, with the realities and frustrations
of war. The legacy of sacrifice at Crete - and Galatas in particular - created national heroes
out of mere mortals and serves to remind us of the futility of war and the resilience of the New
Zealand spirit.
"With extensive data provided by many family members."
NOTE: This edition features the exact same content as the traditional text in a convenient,
three-hole-punched, loose-leaf version. Books a la Carte also offer a great value for your
students-this format costs 35% less than a new textbook. Before you purchase, check with your
instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several
versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, including customized
versions for individual schools, and registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may
need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab &
Mastering products. xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx Ideal for undergraduates with little or no science
background, Earth Science provides a student-friendly overview of our physical environment that
offers balanced, up-to-date coverage of geology, oceanography, astronomy, and meteorology. The
authors' texts have always been recognized for their readability, currency, dynamic art program,
delivery of basic principles and instructor flexibility. The Fourteenth Edition incorporates a
new active learning approach, a fully updated and mobile visual program, and
MasteringGeology(tm)--the most complete, easy-to-use, engaging tutorial and assessment tool
available.
Environmental Geology
Help for the Leash Aggressive Dog
Code Complete
Deceptive Desserts
War - Why Did Life Just Get Harder?
How Mitch McConnell Sold Out Kentucky (and America, Too)

Widely considered one of the best practical guides to programming, Steve McConnell s original CODE
COMPLETE has been helping developers write better software for more than a decade. Now this classic book
has been fully updated and revised with leading-edge practices-and hundreds of new code samples-illustrating
the art and science of software construction. Capturing the body of knowledge available from research,
academia, and everyday commercial practice, McConnell synthesizes the most effective techniques and mustknow principles into clear, pragmatic guidance. No matter what your experience level, development
environment, or project size, this book will inform and stimulate your thinking-and help you build the highest
quality code.
"Cover and interior photographs by Christine McConnell"--Title page verso.
Learn to communicate with your dog—using their language “Good reading for dog lovers and an immensely
useful manual for dog owners.”—The Washington Post An Applied Animal Behaviorist and dog trainer with more
than twenty years’ experience, Dr. Patricia McConnell reveals a revolutionary new perspective on our
relationship with dogs—sharing insights on how “man’s best friend” might interpret our behavior, as well as
essential advice on how to interact with our four-legged friends in ways that bring out the best in them. After all,
humans and dogs are two entirely different species, each shaped by its individual evolutionary heritage. Quite
simply, humans are primates and dogs are canids (as are wolves, coyotes, and foxes). Since we each speak a
different native tongue, a lot gets lost in the translation. This marvelous guide demonstrates how even the
slightest changes in our voices and in the ways we stand can help dogs understand what we want. Inside you
will discover: • How you can get your dog to come when called by acting less like a primate and more like a dog
• Why the advice to “get dominance” over your dog can cause problems • Why “rough and tumble primate
play” can lead to trouble—and how to play with your dog in ways that are fun and keep him out of mischief • How
dogs and humans share personality types—and why most dogs want to live with benevolent leaders rather than
“alpha wanna-bes!” Fascinating, insightful, and compelling, The Other End of the Leash is a book that strives to
help you connect with your dog in a completely new way—so as to enrich that most rewarding of relationships.
Now in paperback with a foreword by President Donald J. Trump, Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell's
memoir shows how one of the most successful public figures of our time has worked to advance conservative
values in Washington. Under Mitch McConnell’s famously quiet and strategic leadership, Republicans in the
Senate have seen win after win—from tax cuts and deregulation to major improvements for veterans, farmers,
and our national defense. In 2018, President Donald Trump dubbed McConnell “the greatest leader in
history”—and even his harshest critics on the Left acknowledge his skill. Now with a new foreword by President
Trump and an afterword that details McConnell’s friendship with Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia, this
paperback edition of McConnell’s memoir reveals the backdrop of his decision not to fill Scalia’s vacant seat
until after the 2016 presidential election. Of this decision, New York Times chief Washington correspondent Carl
Hulse wrote that “McConnell not only preserved a Supreme Court seat, he elected Donald Trump president.” The
years of the McConnell-led Senate have proved that lasting change can only be won by playing the long game.
Leading up to the 2020 election, when the system of government our Founding Fathers created will again be
threatened by the Left, this book is necessary reading for anyone who wants to avoid repeating the mistakes of
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our recent past.
Hearing Before ..., 94-1, Jan. 29, 1975
The Long Game
The Horror Scope
Courage in Vain
All the Truth is Out
J.W. McConnell

"Teachers' bulletin", vol. 4- issued as part of v. 23, no. 9The Good EarthIntroduction to Earth Science
The Good Earth presents an integrated series of Web resources designed to allow professors to have a completely on-line web
course for environmental geology. The material on this site also will enhance courses like physical geology, natural disasters, and
intro or general geology. This site makes it possible for any instructor with an internet connection to utilize the power and
dynamism of the Web in Environmental Geology, and other related courses. And we've done the work!The Good Earth is a
structured Web environment that instructors can use in place of a textbook. You and your students receive access to the Web site
as well as a 304-page companion guide. Not only does this site offer interactive exercises that a traditional text just can't provide,
but it is available to your students at less than half the price of traditional texts in environmental geology!. . The Good Earth Web
site contains four major components: . . 1) A series of lecture topics or chapters that deal with subjects covered in a typical
environmental geology course. . 2) Interactive presentations that contain 50 or more slides that can be projected in class . . 3) An
image glossary with images and descriptions of terms used in lectures. . 4) An environmental calendar that describes key events
in environmental history. . This visionary method of teaching will give students a more hands-on approach to learning geology. The
Good Earth web site is organized in chapters, with animations used to explain certain processes, a summary, quizzes, and
exercises, and web links to related web sites. . .
An animal behaviorist draws on case studies and the latest scientific research to discuss the truth about a dog's emotional life, its
implications for the human-canine bond, and its impact on dog training.
The Good Earth
From Best Friend to Husband
Code Complete, 2nd Edition
Here Comes the Ride
Website Token to Accompany the Good Earth
Software Estimation
When Andi McConnell's five-day job of transporting the wedding party and assorted Hollywood guests for the "wedding of the
century" ends in murder, she uses her sleuthing skills to uncover the killer.
Primorse McConnell's The Agricultural Notebook: 18th Edition is a collection of articles about important areas of discussion in
agriculture, all of which written by experts from different related fields. The book is divided into four parts. Part 1 deals with
concepts related to crop production such as soil ‒ its classifications, mineral components, and physical properties; the benefits,
problem diagnosis and system layout, and maintenance of drainage systems; the physiology, nutrition, and kinds of crops; and
related problems such as weeds and diseases and their control. Part 2 is concerned with animals important in agriculture and
deals with topics such as livestock feeds and the breeding, management, and meat production of cattle, sheep, goats, pigs, and
poultry. Part 3 discusses farm equipment such as tractors, crop sprayers, and planting machines. Part 4 tackles the management
of the farming business and its staff; it also tackles laws related to agriculture and the health and safety of its personnel. The
monograph is recommended for entrepreneurs in the field of agriculture, as well as those concerned in its studies and
improvement.
The authors emphasize three scientific themes: scientific literacy, Earth science and the human experience and the science of
global change. They have included numerous examples of human interaction with the Earth that can serve as entry points for
students to appreciate the nature of science.
All too often, our heads can feel like they are caught in a dark, lonely battle between what we want to do and what we know we
should do. God feels distant and we feel dirty. The second book in the First Steps series tackles the fundamental, day-to-day
difficulties experienced by every Christian, and looks at the question Why Did Life Just Get Harder?
The Secret History of World War II's Final Battle
Planetary Science and the Earth's Upper Atmosphere
Why We Do What We Do Around Dogs
International Community Development Practice
A Memoir

Often referred to as the “black art” because of its complexity and uncertainty, software
estimation is not as difficult or puzzling as people think. In fact, generating accurate
estimates is straightforward—once you understand the art of creating them. In his highly
anticipated book, acclaimed author Steve McConnell unravels the mystery to successful
software estimation—distilling academic information and real-world experience into a
practical guide for working software professionals. Instead of arcane treatises and rigid
modeling techniques, this guide highlights a proven set of procedures, understandable
formulas, and heuristics that individuals and development teams can apply to their projects to
help achieve estimation proficiency. Discover how to: Estimate schedule and cost—or estimate
the functionality that can be delivered within a given time frame Avoid common software
estimation mistakes Learn estimation techniques for you, your team, and your organization *
Estimate specific project activities—including development, management, and defect
correction Apply estimation approaches to any type of project—small or large, agile or
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traditional Navigate the shark-infested political waters that surround project estimates When
many corporate software projects are failing, McConnell shows you what works for successful
software estimation.
If you love fall, you'll love this romance wrapped in changing leaves, pumpkin decor, hot cocoa,
and spicy kisses. Welcome to Harvest Ranch! The Fall Festival is upon us--complete with a
giant pumpkin growing contests, craft booths, a corn maze with kissing alcoves and so much
more. This is Wynn Westbrook's first year as a vendor. Her farmhouse style furniture could be
the hot item this year--or it could totally flop. Wynn married her high school sweetheart
knowing that he wouldn't be around to raise their children. She didn't plan to fall apart after
he died; and, she didn't plan on his older brother picking her up--but he did.Judd lives next
door. He drives the kids to school, makes dinner, and tells the best bedtime stories.He can also
make Wynn's heart thump with just one touch--which is a distraction she doesn't need as she
works to get her business off the ground.Can she let go of the life she thought she'd have and
embrace a new love? Or, will she hold to the past and turn away the love of a good man?You'll
adore this small-town romance full of heart! **Bonus**One of Wynn's favorite fall treats is a
Pumpkin Chocolate Chip Cocoa from Choco-Latte on Main Street. The exclusive, to-die-for,
recipe is included in this book! Grab your copy, today!
The New York Times and Wall Street Journal bestseller about how Mitch McConnell has been
bad for Kentucky—and why he needs to be voted out of office from the founder of Kentucky
Sports Radio and attorney Matt Jones. They say all politics is local. In 2020, Mitch McConnell
will have served five full terms as a US Senator. Thirty years. The Senate Majority leader’s
power is as undeniable as it is infuriating, and the people of Kentucky have had enough. Led
by Matt Jones, they (and they alone) have the power to oust him from office. How did Jones, a
local boy turned attorney turned sports radio host come to shine the brightest light on
McConnell’s ineptitude? Simple—he knows Kentucky inside and out, and has used the state’s
love of sports as an entry point for showcasing how McConnell has failed his fellow citizens
both economically and socially for three decades. Entertaining, maddening, yet ultimately
inspiring, these stories from Kentuckians in each of its 120 counties illustrate the Senate
Majority leader’s stunning shortcomings. “Jones employs a sharp, political scalpel eviscerating
McConnell…[and this book is] an effective combination of description and vivisection” (Kirkus
Reviews). Jones brings his trademark wit and wisdom throughout the book, while also offering
a beautiful portrait of a state with arguably the most untapped potential in our country.
Ultimately, the white-hot hatred for McConnell on the coasts is just white noise. Only the
people of Kentucky can remove him from office. Here, Matt Jones demonstrates he has the
influence, charisma, and institutional knowledge to lead the charge. He and his fellow
Kentuckians have had enough—and they’re ready for a fight.
Widely considered one of the best practical guides to programming, Steve McConnell’s original
CODE COMPLETE has been helping developers write better software for more than a decade.
Now this classic book has been fully updated and revised with leading-edge practices—and
hundreds of new code samples—illustrating the art and science of software construction.
Capturing the body of knowledge available from research, academia, and everyday commercial
practice, McConnell synthesizes the most effective techniques and must-know principles into
clear, pragmatic guidance. No matter what your experience level, development environment, or
project size, this book will inform and stimulate your thinking—and help you build the highest
quality code. Discover the timeless techniques and strategies that help you: Design for
minimum complexity and maximum creativity Reap the benefits of collaborative development
Apply defensive programming techniques to reduce and flush out errors Exploit opportunities
to refactor—or evolve—code, and do it safely Use construction practices that are right-weight
for your project Debug problems quickly and effectively Resolve critical construction issues
early and correctly Build quality into the beginning, middle, and end of your project
Qualitative Inquiry in Geoscience Education Research
Primrose McConnell's The Agricultural Notebook
American Poland-China Record
The American Aberdeen-Angus Herd-book
The Week Politics Went Tabloid
The Other End of the Leash
From a dogged political reporter, an investigation into the political education of Mitch McConnell and an argument that this powerful Senator embodies much of
this country’s political dysfunction. Based on interviews with more than seventy-five people who have worked alongside Mitch McConnell or otherwise
interacted with him over the course of his career, The Cynic, which will be published as an original ebook, is both a comprehensive biography of one of this
country’s most powerful politicians and a damning diagnosis of this country's eroding political will. Tracing his rise from a pragmatic local official in Kentucky
to the leader of the Republican opposition in Washington, the book tracks McConnell’s transformation from a moderate Republican who supported abortion
rights and public employee unions to the embodiment of partisan obstructionism and conservative orthodoxy on Capitol Hill. Driven less by a shift in ideological
conviction than by a desire to win elections and stay in power at all costs, McConnell’s transformation exemplifies the “permanent campaign” mindset that
has come to dominate American government. From his first race for local office in 1977—when the ad crew working on it nicknamed McConnell “love-me-lovePage 4/5
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me” for his insecurity and desire to please—to his fraught accommodation of the Tea Party, McConnell’s political career is a story of ideological calcification
and a vital mirror for understanding this country’s own political development and what is wrought when politicians serve not at the behest of country, but at the
behest of party and personal aggrandizement.
A Chinese peasant overcomes the forces of nature and the frailties of human nature to become a wealthy landowner.
Looks at a successful software project and provides details for software development for clients using object-oriented design and programming.
Learn how to help dogs conquer their fears with desensitization and classical counter-conditioning. Discover exactly what triggers your dog, then apply this step by
step method used by thousands of dogs and their owners to overcome problem behavior that is motivated by fear.
The Last Mission
Software Project Survival Guide
The Mcconnel and Mcconnell Families
The Cautious Canine
Galatas 1941
Demystifying the Black Art

A dog who barks and lunges at other dogs when out for a walk is embarrassing and potentially dangerous. Using these petfriendly, positive reinforcement techniques you'll soon be able to relax and enjoy your walks.
J.W. McConnell (1877-1963), born to a poor farming family in Ontario, became one of the wealthiest and most powerful
businessmen of his generation - in Canada and internationally. Early in his career McConnell established the Montreal office of the
Standard Chemical Company and began selling bonds and shares in both North America and Europe, establishing relationships
that would lead to his enormous financial success. He was involved in numerous businesses, from tramways to ladies' fashion to
mining, and served on the boards of several corporations. For nearly fifty years he was president of St Laurence Sugar and late in
life he became the owner and publisher of the Montreal Star. McConnell was an indefatigable and formidable fundraiser for the
YMCA, the war effort of 1914/18, hospitals, and McGill University, where he served as governor for almost three decades. In 1937
he established what would become The J.W. McConnell Family Foundation, the first major foundation in Canada and still one of
the best endowed. J.W. McConnell was a principled and brilliant visionary with a strong work ethic and a deep commitment to the
public good, a Rockefellerian figure in both big business and high society who quietly became one of the greatest philanthropists
of his time. His life story - told in uncompromising detail by William Fong - is a study of raising, spending, and giving away money
on the grandest scale.
International Community Development Practice provides readers with practice-based examples of good community development,
demonstrating its value for strengthening people power and improving the effectiveness of development agencies, whether these
be governmental, non-governmental or private sector. The chapters focus upon the making of the community development
profession and the eight core competences required of the professional practitioner, as outlined by the International Association for
Community Development (IACD), whatever their job title or host agency, in order to be able to undertake community development.
These are concerned with the ability of the practitioner to: Put ethics and values into practice Engage with communities Ensure
participatory planning Organize for change Support learning for change Promote diversity and inclusion Build leadership and
infrastructure Develop and improve policy and practice From a policy perspective, the book will reassert the role of community
development approaches as related to a wide variety of global challenges, including poverty amelioration, climate change, human
rights, peace building and social, environmental, political and economic development. From a practice perspective, the book will
reassert the importance of high levels of professional competence building upon decades of experience in the field around the
world by development practitioners working in community work, social work, health, adult education, environmental protection,
local economic development, urban design, cultural work and other disciplines concerned to support effective community
development.
How to Help Dogs Conquer Their Fears
The Sacred Balance
Financier, Philanthropist, Patriot
Understanding Emotion in You and Your Best Friend
Detroit And The "Good War": The World War II Letters of Mayor Edward Jeffries and Friends
The Political Education of Mitch McConnell
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